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Eze, C. A colleague working on a historical project raved to me about the obscure diaries he unearthed online
â€” without the web, he would have needed to travel to an archive in another state to find them. They appear
to have mastered focus and self-monitoring skills in the age of Google. Kachala also reported a 2 sharp decline
in the standard of education in Malawi which was attributed to poor reading habits and inadequate provision
of library services Reading according to Hudson as cited in Eze is an active and creative process involving the
generation of meaning from a written content. Where there are no libraries, the library facilities should be put
in place Interâ€”school book review presentation and story telling sections should be organized. It is
encouraging that kids who grew up in a richly digital space seem to know how to navigate that space, and
great that so many people have begun to reclaim reading. Allen and Ingulsrud observed that there was public
concern in Japan over the rapid decline in reading culture. Reports from the Guardian indicate that television
watching when it is in excess, makes reading and other academic activities boring and uninteresting, British
Press TES, also reported a phenomenon called suburban illiteracy caused by watching TV Videos. Mythily, S.
To ascertain the relationship between internet usage and reading habits among senior secondary school student
in Ile-Ife. The researchers suggested that pleasure reading requires a deeper engagement with the text, one
facilitated by the kind of sustained, linear attention and ability to annotate that print books promote. The
notion that language might absorb the evanescent or permanent properties of its medium was a big deal in the
Middle Ages, as written records began to supplant spoken traditions. Globally, there is concern in the
decreasing reading trends among the youth. Interactives are pretty! Men who have made great exploit in their
various fields are men that have effectively utilized the library and its resources Kachal,  To determine the
frequency of internet use among the senior secondary school students in Ile-Ife. Read- a-thon should be
organized at local and state levels with much publicity and funfair and incentives given. Do you have it? It is
that last group â€” the ones who came of age just as the internet was beginning to envelop society and can
faintly remember glimmers of a prelapsarian past â€” that seems most susceptible to reading insecurity. I also
realise, typing this confession of pathological distractibility, that I may be pining for an Eden of immersive
focus that never existed. The bed rock of any sustainable educational enterprise has been traced to effective
personal reading, Uzoigwe,  Whither the Reading Habit?


